NONSELFADJOINT REPRESENTATIONS OF C*-ALGEBRAS HEYDAR RADJAVI1
ABSTRACT. Proof. We can assume that 21 is a uniformly closed, selfadjoint algebra of operators on a Hubert space K, and that 21 contains a minimal (selfadjoint) projection P 4 0, so that 2ÍP is a minimal left ideal [6, p. 26l ].
Then <fi(U)cfi(P) is a minimal left ideal of cS(2I). Since <fi(U) is transitive,
it follows that <fi(P) is a rank-one idempotent in 0(21). Thus Lemma 1 is applicable, and there exists a one-to-one linear transformation S from X = <fi(&)cfi(P)X into K such that AS = Scfi(A), on X, for all A e 21. Since 0(21) has an identity, we have {0} = |1S § : 3 maximal left ideal of 0(SI)| (cf. [6, p. 55] ). It follows that 0" \0) = Hí0~ \i): § maximal left ideal of 0(2I)¡; but every <fi~ (3) is a maximal left ideal of 21 and hence is closed in SI. Thus 0~ (0) is closed.
(The continuity of 0 follows from that of ^-representations of C -algebras.)
Remark. Using Lemma 2, a result of Barnes, and the recent theorem of
